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Exact analytical solutions to simplified cases of nonlinear debris avalanche model equations are
necessary to calibrate numerical simulations of flow depth and velocity profiles on inclined surfaces.
These problem-specific solutions provide important insight into the full behavior of the system. In
this paper, we present some new analytical solutions for debris and avalanche flows and then
compare these solutions with experimental data to measure their performance and determine their
relevance. First, by combining the mass and momentum balance equations with a Bagnold rheology,
a new and special kinematic wave equation is constructed in which the flux and the wave celerity
are complex nonlinear functions of the pressure gradient and the flow depth itself. The new model
can explain the mechanisms of wave advection and distortion, and the quasiasymptotic front bore
observed in many natural and laboratory debris and granular flows. Exact time-dependent solutions
for debris flow fronts and associated velocity profiles are then constructed. We also present a novel
semiexact two-dimensional plane velocity field through the flow depth. Second, starting with the
force balance between gravity, the pressure gradient, and Bagnold’s grain-inertia or macroviscous
forces, we construct a simple and very special nonlinear ordinary differential equation to model the
steady state debris front profile. An empirical pressure gradient enhancement factor is introduced to
adequately stretch the flow front and properly model nonhydrostatic pressure in granular and debris
avalanches. An exact solution in explicit form is constructed, and is expressed in terms of the
Lambert–Euler omega function. Third, we consider rapid flows of frictional granular materials down
a channel. The steady state mass and the momentum balance equations are combined together with
the Coulomb friction law. The Chebyshev radicals are employed and the exact solutions are
developed for the velocity profile and the debris depth. Similarly, Bagnold’s fluids are also used to
construct alternative exact solutions. Many interesting and important aspects of all these exact
solutions, their applications to real-flow situations, and the influence of model parameters are
discussed in detail. These analytical solutions, although simple, compare very well with
experimental data of debris flows, granular avalanches, and the wave tips of dam break flows. A new
scaling law for Bagnold’s fluids is established to relate the settlement time of debris deposition. It
is found analytically that the macroviscous fluid settles �comes to a standstill� considerably faster
than the grain-inertia fluid, as manifested by dispersive pressure. © 2011 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3570532�

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of debris flow is described in many situ-
ations with sufficient accuracy by using a single-phase con-
tinuum of a solid-fluid mixture.1–11 However, there are also
alternative two-phase models for debris flows down general
and complicated topographies in Cartesian and slope fitted
coordinates.12–15 Both types of models have been success-
fully applied to real-flow events in laboratory and field ex-
periments.

In single-phase debris flow models, the mixture of fluid
and solid particles is considered as a continuum fluid.16,17

The apparent debris fluid is characterized by the constitutive
relationship between the operating shear stress and the strain-
rate. Examples include the Newtonian fluid and non-
Newtonian fluids �e.g., Bingham, Herschel–Bulkley, and di-
latant fluid�. The Newtonian fluid is represented by laminar
flow of pure water without any solid particles. For this, the
shear stress ��� is linearly proportional to the strain-rate

��ũ /�z�, �=���ũ /�z�, with dynamic viscosity �. Bingham
fluids deform only if the operating stress is larger than a
threshold yield stress, �y. Above the yield stress, it deforms
as a Newtonian fluid. The relation is written as �=�y

+�B��ũ /�z�, where �B is called the Bingham fluid viscosity.
Furthermore, the three parameter Herschel–Bulkley fluids
are described by the relation �=�y +KHB��ũ /�z�n, n�1,
where KHB is the Herschel–Bulkley consistency index, which
degenerates into a Bingham fluid for n=1. Thus, the mobility
�strain-rate� in the Herschel–Bulkley fluid is increased with
increasing shear stress. Water-saturated static clay is an ex-
ample of such a fluid.6 The dilatant fluid, expressed by the
relation �=KD��ũ /�z�n, n�1, behaves quite differently than
the Herschel–Bulkley fluid in that its mobility is decreased
with increasing shear stress. Newtonian, two or three param-
eter yield strength fluids and power law or dilatant fluids are
commonly used rheological models while describing debris
flows as a single-phase continuum.
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In reality, debris flows are such complex systems that a
description by any single constitutive equation is highly im-
probable. However, many debris flow events are well de-
scribed by Bagnold-type dilatant fluid,6,18 �=KD��ũ /�z�n. If
the shear and normal stresses in the mixture �suspension�
vary quadratically �n=2� with the shear-rate, the flow is said
to satisfy Bagnold’s grain-inertia flow. If this relation is lin-
ear �n=1�, then the motion is said to satisfy Bagnold’s mac-
roviscous flow. These flow laws were derived by Bagnold in
1954 with his pioneering experiments in an annular coaxial
cylinder rheometer where he evaluated the effects of grain
interaction in the suspension. These types of relationships
have been confirmed by many subsequent shear-cell experi-
ments for both wet and dry mixtures19 and computer
simulations.20,21 Note, however, as suggested by Hunt et
al.,22 that there can be some inconsistencies and shortcom-
ings in Bagnold’s experiments and data analysis. Bagnold’s
rheology can be rewritten and put in the form of a Newtonian
fluid �=���ũ /�z� in which the corrected �apparent� viscosity
�=KD��ũ /�z�n−1 is now a function of the shear-rate. For n
=1, this corresponds to Newtonian viscous fluid with KD

=�. However, for n=2�1 �shear thickening� the apparent
viscosity increases with increasing shear-rate and one obtains
the Bagnold’s dilatant fluid. Similarly, for n�1 the apparent
viscosity decreases with increasing shear-rate and one ob-
tains the shear thinning fluid.23 Here we are particularly in-
terested in two cases, n=2 and n=1.

We present three different types of new exact solutions
to describe debris and granular flows down inclined slopes
by employing Bagnold and dry Coulomb rheologies. Both
slow and rapid flows are considered and solutions are de-
rived for either for time-dependent or steady state conditions.
These solutions are valid either in the vicinity of the moving
front or down the entire slope.

The first types of solutions are constructed by combining
the mass and noninertial momentum equations together with
Bagnold’s rheology. This results in a very special kinematic
wave equation in conservative form, in which the flux and
the wave celerity are highly nonlinear functions of the height
and the pressure gradient. This model equation is solved for
triangular initial debris profile by implementing the Total
Variation Diminishing-Non-Oscillatory Central �TVD-NOC�
high resolution shock capturing numerical scheme.11,24,25 The
simulation demonstrates the typical dynamics of the debris
flow as it advects down-slope after its release, and induces
the shock structure in the front and stretching in the tail of
the debris body as observed in many debris flow
events.5,12,15,26 The kinematic wave equation is employed to
construct exact solutions for the debris flow fronts and ve-
locity profile. New and mechanically important expressions
are derived to establish relationships concerning the settle-
ment time and the settlement lengths between the grain-
inertia and the macroviscous fluids. These results predict that
the macroviscous fluid settles much faster than its grain-
inertia counterpart. Furthermore, a new semiexact solution
for the plane velocity profile through depth is constructed.

A second type of solution is derived for steady state
debris flow fronts, where the force balance is maintained
between Bagnold’s grain-inertia or macroviscous forces,

gravity, and the hydraulic pressure gradient. The pressure
gradient is augmented by the pressure gradient enhancement
factor, which is found to be very important to adequately
stretch the flow and calibrate the model solution with experi-
mental data. The exact solution is written explicitly in terms
of the well known Lambert–Euler omega function of the
mathematical physics, and the down-slope channel position.
The influence of the constant and the variable shear-rate at
the base is analyzed in detail.

A third type of exact solution is developed for the steady
state rapid flows of granular material down a slope. The flow
is either governed by the Coulomb friction or by Bagnold’s
law for which solutions are constructed, respectively, in
terms of Chebyshev radicals or in the transcendental form. It
is demonstrated that the Coulomb sliding law predicts the
flow dynamics much better than the Bagnold’s grain-inertia
law for the flow just below the uniform release of the granu-
lar material from the silo.

Intensive parameter studies are performed to investigate
the behavior and the mechanisms controlling all of the new
solutions. The parameters are grouped into geometric or
physical parameters. It is demonstrated that the exact solu-
tions presented here compare either very well, or excellently,
with the field and laboratory data. Our solutions conform
closely with the alternative model solutions presented in the
literature.6,12,13,20,21,27

II. KINEMATIC WAVES FOR DEBRIS FLOW FRONT

A. Grain-inertia

Let x and z be the coordinates along the channel down-
slope and normal to the channel basal surface, respectively; t
is the time; ũ= ũ�x ,z , t� and w̃= w̃�x ,z , t� are the local down-
slope and slope normal velocity components; and h is the
debris depth. Assume a mild slope with inclination angle �
with the horizontal, and a small aspect ratio H /L, where H
and L are the typical debris heights normal to the bed and
extent along the bed, respectively. With this assumption, the
inertial contribution can be neglected.6,27 Therefore, the mo-
mentum balance along the down-hill direction

	� � ũ

�t
+ ũ

� ũ

�x
+ w̃

� ũ

�z
� = −

�
xx

�x
−

��xz

�z
+ 	g sin � , �1�

reduces to

0 = −
�
xx

�x
−

��xz

�z
+ 	g sin � , �2�

where 
xx and �xz are the negative Cauchy stress components
�normal and shear, respectively�, 	 is the material density,
and g is gravity acceleration. It is further assumed that there
is a balance between gravity, pressure gradient, and Bag-
nold’s grain-inertia stress. Then, for hydrostatic condition
�see Pudasaini and Hutter11� with 
xx=K	g cos ��h−z�, after
integrating Eq. �2� and substituting the Bagnold’s inertial
stress19 �xz=	R2fgi tan ���ũ /�z�2 yields
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	g cos ��tan � − K
�h

�x
��h − z� = 	R2fgi tan ��� ũ/�z�2,

�3�

where K is the earth pressure coefficient,11,28 R is the particle
diameter, fgi is the tensor-valued function of the solid frac-
tion ���, � is the collision angle between grains �internal
friction angle in equilibrium�, and �ũ /�z is the shear
rate.6,9,18,19,29,30 In Eq. �3�, the first and second terms on the
left-hand side represent the forces due to gravity and pres-
sure gradient along the down-hill direction, respectively, h−z
accounts for the depth variation of the flow, and the right-
hand side represents the Bagnold’s grain-inertia stress. Note
that there is no direct and explicit influence of the channel
slope angle on the Bagnold’s rheology for debris motion.
However, the effect of the slope is implicit through fgi �via ��
and �ũ /�z. This is so, because the driving force generated by
the slope leads to changes in � and ũ. A detailed investigation
on this is presented in Sec. II E. By applying the no-slip
condition along the basal surface,20,21 Eq. �3� can be inte-
grated along the flow depth to obtain

ũ =
2

3
gi

p �h3/2 − �h − z�3/2� , �4a�

gi
p = gi�1 − �

�h

�x
, �4b�

gi =� g sin �

R2fgi tan �
, �4c�

� = K/tan � , �4d�

where p indicates the presence of pressure gradient. It is
important to note that, in Eq. �4a�, the velocity profile is
influenced by the pressure gradient which, in fact, deter-
mines the shape of the velocity field through the depth. The
mean surface-parallel velocity then takes the following form:

u =
2

5
gi

p h3/2. �5�

This means that the mean velocity is 3/5 times smaller than
the free-surface velocity. Next, we consider the mass balance
equation in the depth-averaged form �see, e.g., Iverson,12 Pit-
man and Le,14 Gray et al.,31 and Pudasaini and Hutter32�

�h

�t
+

�

�x
�hu� = 0. �6�

Equation �6� combined with Eq. �5� yields a kinematic wave
in the conservative form, with the flux Fgi

p = �2 /5�gi
p h5/2, and

the pressure gradient and the depth dependent nonlinear vari-
able wave speed Cgi

p =�Fgi
p /�h=Cgi

p �gi ,� ;h ,�h /�x�=gi
p h3/2,

�h

�t
+

�Fgi
p

�x
= 0, �7a�

�h

�t
+ Cgi

p �h

�x
− Dgi

p �2h

�x2 = 0, �7b�

where −Dgi
p �2h /�x2, with Dgi

p = �� /5��h / �1−��h /�x��Cgi
p as

the diffusion term. Note that the wave speed Cgi
p is associated

with the advection of the problem. For Fgi
p =h2 /2, Eq. �7� is

the Burger equation describing the nonlinear wave phenom-
ena. A special feature of Eq. �7� is that it not only includes
the flow height h but also the material parameters  and �,
and �importantly� the hydraulic gradient �h /�x in the flux
and the wave celerity. In the usual treatment of the hyper-
bolic equations for shallow granular flows �see, e.g., Puda-
saini and Hutter,11 Pitman and Le,14 and Gray et al.31�, the
wave celerities are expressed as u��Kg cos �h.

One can either use the conservative form Eq. �7a� or the
nonconservative form Eq. �7b�. If the nonconservative form
is considered, which is an advection-diffusion equation, the
advective part can be treated as the wave �hyperbolic� equa-
tion and the diffusion term �parabolic part� can generally be
treated as a source term, as in Pudasaini et al.15 Furthermore,
the scaling analysis shows that the diffusion term is one or-
der of magnitude higher in the shallowness parameter �
=H /L �i.e., �3/2� compared to the advective term �i.e., �1/2�.
Following the scaling analysis as in Pudasaini and
Hutter,11,32 Iverson and Denlinger,12 Pudasaini et al.,15 Sav-
age and Hutter,28 and Gray et al.,31 the diffusion term can be
neglected. Therefore, one can deal either with the conserva-
tive form or with the nonconservative form �in which the
diffusion term is neglected�. Our analysis in Sec. II F for the
wave phenomena is based on the conservative structure
Eq. �7a� and similarity solutions in this and the following
sections are constructed by considering the nonconservative
form Eq. �7b� in which the diffusion term is neglected.

Next, we seek an exact solution in similarity form
�=−x / t. Since dh /d��0, Eq. �7� is then transformed into a
first order ordinary differential equation

dh

dx
= A − B x2

h3 , A = 1/�, B = 1/�gi
2 t2�� . �8�

It is important to observe that, in Eq. �8�, the pressure gradi-
ent dh /dx is explicitly given by the right-hand side that is
expressed in terms of the channel down-slope distance, flow
depth, and the material parameters in which time is also con-
sidered as a parameter. Note that Eq. �8� is valid for any gi

p .
An important observation of Eq. �8� is that the pressure gra-
dient is proportional to x2 and inversely proportional to h3.
Although Eq. �8� appears to be simple, it does not have an
exact solution due to nonhomogeneity and can only be
solved numerically for given initial condition: h0=h�x=x0�,
in which t�0 is considered as a parameter. However, in the
limit, as �→0, the pressure gradient is ineffective and the
above problem is eliminated. Then Eq. �8� becomes a pure
algebraic equation that does not require any initial or bound-
ary condition. However, mechanically, we can choose the
initial conditions as: h0=h�x=0�=0, u0=u�x=0�=0. So, by
setting x�−x, the exact solutions for the debris flow height
and the velocity is obtained,
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h = 	−
1

gi

x

t

2/3

, u = −
2

5

x

t
. �9�

Note that the similarity solutions such as these can be con-
structed with standard procedure.27 Similarity solution means
that for all times, t�0, the qualitative behavior of the solu-
tion remains similar �unchanged�. Alternatively, if the chan-
nel slope is negligible or the channel is horizontal, Eq. �8�
reduces to a separable equation dh /dx=−B0x2 /h3 leading to
an exact solution,

h = �h0
4 −

4

3
B0x3�1/4

, B0 =
R2fgi tan �

gKt2 , �10�

for which h0=h�x=0�=0 serves as the initial condition for
any t�0.

It is important to mention that the mapping x�−x is
chosen only for convenience so that we are always looking at
the debris flow head �at x=0� from the downstream perspec-
tive. With this transformation, it is easier to understand and
physically interpret the flow since the mass is sliding down-
slope. With respect to the front advancing downstream, the
flow height, h, increases in the upstream direction as mea-
sured from the nose-tip. Note also that the solutions Eq. �9�
are valid for negligible pressure gradient for which the flow
is mainly driven by gravity, while solutions Eq. �10� are valid
for negligible slope in which the flow is mainly driven by the
pressure gradient. One must solve Eq. �8� for the motion in
which all three forces: gravity, pressure gradient, and the
grain-inertia, are important. Moreover, if the diffusion pro-
cess is also important, then Eq. �7� must be solved. Equations
�7� and �8� can only be solved numerically.

B. Macroviscous

Solutions similar to Eq. �9� can also be derived for Bag-
nold’s macroviscous fluid, 	g cos ��tan �−K��h /�x���h−z�
=	R2fmv tan ���ũ /�z�, which reads

h = 	−
1

mv

x

t

1/2

, u = −
1

3

x

t
, �11�

where mv=g sin � / �R2fmv tan ��, and fmv has the dimen-
sion of the shear-rate, i.e., for the macroviscous deformation
the shear-stress scales with the viscosity, and h0=h�x=0�
=0, u0=u�x=0�=0 are the initial conditions for any t�0.

It is mentioned that for the macroviscous fluid, the wave
equation again takes the form of Eq. �7�, but with a different
flux and wave celerity, namely, Cmv

p =mv
p h2, mv

p =mv�1
−���h /�x��. Furthermore, dimensional analysis shows that
solutions presented in this and the following sections are also
valid for mild slopes with shallow curvatures.

Note that by applying Coulomb-type frictional resistance
�and assuming constant velocity�, Pouliquen33,34 and others
analyzed the propagation of granular fronts of smooth par-
ticles down rough and mild inclines whose angles do not
vary so much from the internal friction of the material. This
resulted in a steady state slow motion of particles with small
flow depth and velocity typically 0.2 ms−1 and 0.01 m, re-
spectively. Here we use Bagnold fluid instead of Coulomb
fluid. The advantage of such a choice is discussed later.

C. Reconstruction of the velocity field
through the flow depth

The velocity field through the flow depth can be recon-
structed as a function of time, channel position, and the flow
depth position by inserting h from Eq. �9� into Eq. �4�,

ũ =
2

3
	−

x

t
− ��−

x

t
�2/3

− gi
2/3z�3/2
 . �12�

Equation �12� is a semiexact solution of Bagnold’s grain-
inertia fluid for the velocity field but in the form of the in-
dependent variables t, x, and z and that ũ� �z3/2 ,x ,1 / t�, re-
spectively. Equations analogous to Eq. �12� can also be
obtained for the macroviscous fluid.

D. A new scaling law for the settlement „depositional…
behavior of Bagnold’s fluids

Notice that the velocity expressions in Eqs. �9� and �11�
do not involve the parameters gi and mv, so the following
discussion is valid. Importantly, these equations show that
the settlement process �the process that brings the debris par-
ticles to rest� is 5/6 times shorter for the macroviscous fluid
than for the grain-inertia fluid,

umv = −
1

3

x

t
 −

2

5

x

t
= ugi, tmv =

5

6
tgi, xmv =

6

5
xgi,

�13�

where the suffixes mv and gi represent the macroviscous and
the grain-inertia fluids, respectively. Here, the settlement re-
fers to the deposition or the complete cease of the fluid mo-
tion �i.e., the fluid velocity becomes zero�, but it does not
refer to the solid particles’ settlement down �through� a vis-
cous fluid, e.g., as in Stokes flow. We are also using this term
for convenience in the context of the present paper. Hence,
given the same time, the macroviscous fluid is settled 6/5
unit length compared to the unit length settlement of the
grain-inertia fluid as measured from the nose-tip of the flow
front that has already settled to the back side of the debris.
Therefore, the macroviscous fluid settles �completely stops
to flow� 20% faster than the grain-inertia fluid. Due to the
dispersive pressure in grain-inertia fluid, the settlement pro-
cess is delayed by 20% for the grain-inertia fluid than for the
macroviscous fluid. This is meaningful because particles are
more agitated due to higher dispersive pressure in grain-
inertia fluids than in macroviscous fluids. Once the material
comes close to rest, these dispersive forces �induced by the
quadratic shear-rate�, are still active for grain-inertia fluid but
macroviscous fluid settles relatively faster because it is less
dispersive. This provides a tool to approximate and estimate
the final settlement time �the time at which the entire fluid
body is at rest�. So, Eq. �13� establishes a new scaling law
for the settlement �the depositional process� of the Bagnold’s
fluids. Although this is intuitively clear, it must still be veri-
fied with experiments. This is not within the scope of this
paper and is deferred to future work. Furthermore, the solu-
tions for velocity show many interesting phenomena as they
describe the process of deposition. The front �x=0� comes to
rest �settlement� at first, and this information travels back-
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ward, linearly in space but inversely with time, until the tail
comes to rest. For relatively large time �t→��, the body is at
rest everywhere �completely settled�. One also observes such
phenomena in the deposition in laboratory experiments or in
natural events.11,15,35,36

E. Parameter studies

Here we analyze the influence of the parameters based
on  �gi or mv� and solutions Eqs. �9� and �11�. Since the
parameters R, f �fgi or fmv�, and � are in the denominator and
� is in the numerator of , it would suffice to investigate the
results with � and �. gi and mv are the magnifying factors
and the quality of the depth profiles depend on the exponents
2/3 or 1/2 applied to the similarity variable −x / t for the
grain-inertia and the macroviscous fluids, respectively. So,
for ease of comparison, numerical values of fgi and fmv are
set equal.

Figure 1�a� shows that, for constant slope angles, as
slope decreases the flow depth increases both for grain-
inertia and macroviscous fluids. Similar observations are also
presented in Iverson and Denlinger.13 This is due to the fact
that as the slope increases, the material slides faster and it is
more probable for longitudinal stretching and thus thinning
the depth profiles. However, the front heights associated with
the grain-inertia flows dominate the corresponding front
heights of the macroviscous flows. This can be explained
mechanically as follows: In the grain-inertia flows, the shear
and normal stresses vary quadratically with the shear-rate,
whereas this relation is linear for the macroviscous flows.
Therefore, the dispersion of Bagnold’s grain-inertia flow in-
duces higher normal stress effects, which in turn is respon-
sible for the higher depths of the flow fronts when compared
to the macroviscous fluids. Note that although the depth-
averaged form of the mass balance is used, the dispersive
nature of the flow and the normal stress effect is retained in
gi that emerges from Eq. �3�. Figure 1�b� presents debris
flow front geometry in which the slope is varied to drop from
higher values to zero in the domain −5�x�0. Although the
qualitative behavior of the flow front for the grain-inertia

fluid has also been changed substantially, the front profiles
for the macroviscous fluids are changed drastically. Very
steep fronts are developed in the immediate vicinity of the
front �x=0� like in the yield stress fluid �see Ancey27�. How-
ever, for all slopes, immediately behind the front, the shape
of the flow profile is nearly parallel to the sliding surface for
the macroviscous flow. A further interesting point is that for
both the grain-inertia and macroviscous flows, the fronts are
bulging in the direction normal to the sliding surface. This is
associated with the curvature of the bed. This is clear be-
cause as slope angle ��� decreases,  decreases and conse-
quently the depth profile increases. This increase in the depth
profile is higher as one moves close to the debris front. The
rather interesting point is that such an increase in the depth is
much more intensified for the macroviscous fluid than in the
grain-inertia fluid. Another important observation is that the
macroviscous flow profile begins to dominate the grain-
inertia flow profile from the front of the flow. This is attrib-
uted to the curvature drop to zero at the flow front. The main
reason for the dramatic change in the form of the front pro-
file in the macroviscous fluid is that the depth profile is pro-
portional to �x / t�1/2, while in the grain-inertia flow the depth
profile is proportional to �x / t�2/3.

For the case of a mild slope channel �e.g., either constant
�1°� or the slope drops to zero from 1° in the upstream�, the
results are analyzed for different internal friction angles since
it is one of the major material parameters that influences the
front of the flow and the depositions �see Pudasaini and
Kröner36�. A similar analysis could be performed for the par-
ticle diameter or the solid volume fraction. The internal fric-
tion angle is chosen to be 15°, 25°, and 35°. From a me-
chanical point of view, the material with higher internal
friction angle produces higher dilation under applied shear
load. This dilation is then responsible for creating the normal
stress effect in the direction perpendicular to the flow and
increasing the flow depth.

Since in the macroviscous fluid the normal and shear
stresses are only linearly related to the shear-rate, the dilata-
tional effect is nominal as compared to the same effect with
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Effect of the slope angle on the debris flow front for fixed internal friction angle and three different slopes: �a� constant slope; �b�
variable slopes in which the slope varies continuously from 1° �solid lines�, 15° �dashed lines�, and 35° �dot-dashed lines� for −5�x to zero at the flow front
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the grain-inertia flows where the shear and normal stresses
are quadratically related to the shear-rate. This is clearly
manifested in the plot �Fig. 2�a�� in which each curve �for
different internal friction angles� for the grain-inertia flow
profile dominates the corresponding curves in the macrovis-
cous flows. Figure 2�b� presents results analogous to Fig.
1�b�, where the bed curvature drops to zero at the flow front.

It is worth mentioning a few words on the front shape of
the flow down the curved slope. The bed curvature produces
a sharp front during the flow, which may then diffuse during
the settlement �deposition� process. Such profiles are also
observed when numerically solving the full kinematic Eq.
�7�. This results because including pressure gradient ���0,
Fig. 4�, or introducing the basal curvature �Figs. 1�b� and
2�b��, both induce rapid resistance in the front. The front is
sharper for the macroviscous fluid than the grain-inertia fluid
because of the higher material strength in the latter case. The
higher strength resists bulging of the material. The situation
in which the pressure gradient is not negligible is included in
another type of exact solutions describing the fronts in Secs.
II F and III. A further discussion on the effect of the pressure
gradient on the front shape and the geometric profile of the
flowing mass is presented in Sec. III C.

F. The wave phenomena

The kinematic wave Eq. �7a� is solved numerically by
applying the shock capturing TVD-NOC numerical scheme
with the Minmod limiter �see, e.g., Pudasaini and Hutter,11

Nessyahu and Tadmor,24 and Tai et al.25�. The numerical so-
lutions are presented in Fig. 3 for the triangular initial debris
profile and �=0. The model parameters are set as gi=0.2
and mv=0.31. The mechanisms of the wave advection and
distortion are described by the fluxes �Fgi, Fmv� and the
wave speeds �Cgi, Cmv�, respectively, for the grain-inertial and
macroviscous fluids. The simulation results show that the
depth profiles are continuously distorted as time elapses.
Once the front fully transforms into a shock or a depth bore
�perpendicular to the slope� at times tgi

s =2.8 s for the grain-
inertia and tmv

s =2.33 s for the macroviscous fluids, the fronts

propagate downstream �virtually� without changing the
shape while stretching the body in the longitudinal direction.
This is the underlying property of the hyperbolic wave equa-
tion applied to the shock capturing TVD-NOC scheme.24 The
quasiasymptotic behavior could be seen in the front structure
of the time-dependent solution. However, generally, there is
no asymptotic limit of the simulation. Furthermore, the mac-
roviscous wave transforms into a perfect depth bore faster
than the corresponding grain-inertial wave. The free-surface
of the grain-inertia wave at tgi

s is almost a straight line
whereas the free-surface of the macroviscous wave is still
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concave downward even at tmv
s . This phenomenon is attrib-

uted to the fluxes and the wave celerities, corresponding to
the two different material behaviors.

Next, we solve the full advection Eq. �7� with �=0.25
that includes the earth pressure coefficient and the free-
surface pressure gradient. Figure 4 shows that the pressure
gradient term smoothes out the sharp front, and the kink at
the forehead of the free surface as seen in the wave simula-
tions without the pressure gradient term in Fig. 3 both for the
grain-inertial and the macroviscous fluids. Ultimately, for
both fluids the waves develop into the sharp shock fronts.
Such fronts are also observed in debris flows �see, e.g.,
Iverson,12 Pudasaini et al.,15 and Hungr26�. Our preliminary
observations indicate that one can produce them with
ketchup, honey, concrete, or mud sliding down a ramp. How-
ever, such geometries are yet to be verified with suitable
experiments. Furthermore, due to the associated pressure
gradient dependent fluxes, the deformations of the debris
bodies are different. The head of the macroviscous flow is
more rounded as compared to the same with the grain-inertia
fluid. Finally, note that from Eqs. �4� and �7� the associated
velocity fields are also obtained.

A note on the pressure gradient and the front behavior is
in order. We have analyzed both cases in Figs. 3 and 4, in
which the pressure gradient is neglected and retained, respec-
tively. We are not directly dealing with the momentum equa-
tion but the structure of the final Eq. �7a� is mainly con-
trolled by the kinematic wave or the hyperbolic nature of the
equation, which, due to its intrinsic behavior, could describe
the sharp change of the field variables, e.g., the flow depth or
the pressure gradient.

G. Performance of the reconstructed velocity field
through the flow depth

Figure 5 shows the reconstructed semiexact two-
dimensional plane velocity field through the flow depth z and
along the down-slope channel direction x for the debris flow
head. In Fig. 5, the top surface is the free-surface of the flow.
To this author’s knowledge, such a general velocity field in
exact solution form does not exist in the literature. The nu-
merical values of the parameter are chosen as t=19 and
gi=1.76, respectively. This figure shows that due to the
dispersive dissipation in excess of the gravitational load in
the longitudinal direction, the motion ceases �settlement or
deposition process starts� from the front and the bottom si-
multaneously. This information then propagates backward
and toward the top. Such behavior is important in sediment
transport that deals with the depositional behavior of the ma-
terial in the run-out zone. The upward concave curvature of
the velocity field is also observed as one moves in the down-
slope direction. Figure 6 shows the velocity distribution
through the depth at different down-slope channel positions.
These results are very similar to the results produced in mo-
lecular dynamics simulations by Silbert et al.20 �Fig. 7�.
However, the advantage here is that we can work with the
variable free-surface profile, the different down-slope posi-
tions, and time.

Figure 7 shows the direct mean velocity, from Eq. �9�,
and the mean velocity as obtained from the reconstructed
velocity field Eq. �12� collapse completely. This demon-
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Reconstructed full two-dimensional plane velocity
field of a debris flow through the depth and along the channel as described
by Eq. �12�.
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strates the consistency of our derivation and that the recon-
structed depth variation of the velocity field is physically
meaningful.

H. Comparison with experiment

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the theoretical
prediction Eq. �12� and the experimental debris flow data
from Takahashi.6 For these results, the channel slope, particle
diameter, and volumetric particle concentration are 20°,
0.005 m, and 0.31, respectively. As in Takahashi, the data
and the predicted results are normalized with the surface ve-
locity �umax� and the flow depth h. There is a good compari-
son between the theoretical prediction and the experimental
data. This adds confidence to the reconstructed velocity pro-
files through the depth and demonstrates its applicability in
the debris flow events. Similar experimental data and nu-
merical results are also presented in Takahashi.5

III. LAMBERT–EULER SOLUTION FOR DEBRIS FLOW
FRONT

The debris flow front is modeled by using the Lambert–
Euler omega function in mathematical physics. As in Sec. II,
the flow takes place in an inclined channel. A shear-rate nor-

mal to the channel is assumed, but the pressure gradient is
always retained. Note that usually pressure is neglected
while simplifying the flow configuration in relation of the
grain-inertia flows.6,20,21 The motion is steady state �alterna-
tively, the following equation is written in the reference
frame moving with the front, or the shape of the front does
not change in time: this is also an observed phenomenon,
see, e.g., Pouliquen34� and satisfies Bagnold’s grain-inertia
�or macroviscous� motion. Therefore, the momentum balance
takes the following form:

	g cos �h�tan � − PK � h/�x� = 	R2f���tan ��b
2, �14�

where b indicates that the shear-rate ��=�ũ /�z� is taken in
the close vicinity of the basal surface �see, e.g., Pailha and
Pouliquen37� and P is an empirical pressure gradient en-
hancement factor. The value of P will be constrained while
calibrating the model equation with experimental or ob-
served data; otherwise, it will be set equal to unity. P could
also be introduced in Sec. II by incorporating it in �, i.e., �
=PK / tan � in Eq. �4�. However, since in Sec. II exact solu-
tions could be obtained in general only for negligible pres-
sure gradient, it was not necessary to introduce P there. A
detailed discussion on the mechanism and consequence of
this factor will be presented later in Sec. III C. In order to
develop the model equation, we set: C=−PKg cos � /
�R2f���tan ��b

2�, D=g sin � / �R2f���tan ��b
2� , H=Dh , �

=C /D2. We call C and D collective, and � a unified model
parameter. For a given debris flow, �b can effectively be
assumed constant and lies in the range 1–100 s−1, see
Ref. 12. Although � may vary with the depth, in the close
neighborhood of the basal surface, for a fully developed
steady state flow it can assume a constant value with respect
to the down-slope position, or at least local variation of �
with x being negligible �see, e.g., GDR MiDi21 and
Pouliquen34�. Then, the force balance Eq. �14� takes a very
special form of a nonlinear ordinary differential equation,

�H
dH

dx
= 1 − H , �15�

with two singularities at H=0 and �=0. Note that the singu-
larity �=0 is associated with the limiting cases, �=90° or
�ũ /�z=0, which means either the material will leave the
basal surface �free fall� or the shear-rate vanishes �gravity is
balanced by the hydraulic gradient�. In the latter case, the
flow depth is uniform. This situation prevails in the backside
of the front of the moving mass.13,27,34,38,39 Exact solution for
this equation can be constructed in a convenient explicit
form,

H�x� = 1 + W	�H0 − 1�exp��H0 − 1� −
x

�
�
, H0 = H�x = 0� .

�16�

In Eq. �16�, W is the Lambert–Euler omega function,40–44

which satisfies the special Lambert–Euler equation,
W�x�eW�x�=x.

For a steady state flow, one could also search for a so-
lution in which the shear-rate �=u /h and the velocity of the
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propagating front is a constant �see Pouliquen34�. Then the
force balance Eq. �14� reduces to a nonlinear ordinary differ-
ential equation,

dh

dx
=

1 − Dh3

Ch3 , C = −
PKg cos �

R2f���tan �u2 ,

�17�

D =
g sin �

R2f���tan �u2 .

With the initial condition h0=h�x=x0�, the solution to this
equation takes a bit complicated transcendental form �D�

=D1/3�,

x = x0 +
1

6

C
D�4	6D��h0 − h�

+ 2�3 arctan� 2�3D��h − h0�
3 + �2D�h + 1��2D�h0 + 1��

+ ln�� D�2h2 + D�h + 1

D�2h0
2 + D�h0 + 1

��D�h0 − 1

D�h − 1
�2�
 . �18�

Since Eq. �18� does not reproduce the data under consider-
ation, we do not perform parameter study for this solution
but compare with Eq. �16� and the experimental data in Sec.
III B. However, Eq. �18� may still be applicable in other flow
situations.

A. Influence of parameters

The physical parameters in model solution Eq. �16� con-
sist of the particle size, solid volume fraction, bed friction
angle, internal friction angle, the slope angle, and shear-rate
at the sliding surface. Results show the effect of these pa-
rameters on the flow dynamics of the debris flow fronts.
Figure 9 shows the influence of the shear-rate �a�, particle
size �b�, and the solid volume fraction �c� in the debris flow
front on mild slope. The �boundary� condition h0=0 is set.
Note that h0 is an important parameter to fit the data �from
experiments or observations� of debris flow front and depth
profile. From a mechanical point of view, panel �a� is inter-
esting as it shows that the debris flow height increases with
increasing shear-rate. As explained earlier, this is related to
the dilation induced by the higher quadratic shear-rate in the

granular and debris mixture material under the applied shear
load. This is a unique property of the granular and debris
mixture in contrast to the usual fluid, which could not exhibit
such effects.11,45 It is worth quoting from Davies:46 “… … as
a mass thins by gravity, a given dilation may be maintained
at successively lower values of dũ /dz �the shear-rate�.” This
explains the spreading of rock avalanche debris by mechani-
cal fluidization. Similar to the shear-rate, the particle size,
panel �b�, and the solid volume fraction, panel �c�, have posi-
tive influences on the dynamics of the height of the debris
flow front. There is a simple reason for such effect; because
the shear-rate, the particle size, and the solid volume fraction
are �generally� all positively correlated with the dilation,
which consequently amplifies the debris flow height.

Figure 10 shows the effect of the material friction, the
internal �a� and bed friction �b� angles, and the slope angle of
the channel �c�. As in the case of the shear-rate, the internal
friction angle has a positive influence on the debris flow
height because higher internal friction angle can resist higher
shear load. This finally leads to the higher dilation of the
granular rich debris flows, which then increases the flow
depth. On the contrary, the basal friction and the slope angle
of the channel have negative influences on the depth of the
debris flow front. Mechanically, it can be explained as fol-
lows: For smaller basal friction angle, the mass can slide
easily with less deformation, but for higher basal friction
angle, the mass is �relatively� held by the friction at the bed,
and at the same time, gravity is effective in stretching and
thinning the mass in the down-hill direction. The same is true
for the higher slope angle. So, the slope and the basal friction
angles both have positive effects in stretching the mass, thus
reducing its flow height.37

The similarity solutions in Sec. II �and their plots in
Figs. 1�a� and 2�a�� were computed by somehow including
the shear-rate, the flow depth profile, and the time but ne-
glecting the pressure gradient. Meanwhile, the Lambert–
Euler solution presented in this section �Figs. 9 and 10� only
considers the shear-rate at the sliding surface, and steady
state flow is assumed but the effect of the earth pressure
coefficient and the associated pressure gradient is included.
Therefore, there are no direct and quantitative comparisons
between these two types of solutions. However, these solu-
tions can be compared qualitatively. Here we consider the
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case of the grain-inertia flows. The debris flow front de-
scribed by the similarity solution is smooth and gentle �Figs.
1�a� and 2�a�� as compared to the flow front described by the
Lambert–Euler equation �Figs. 9 and 10�. The clifflike front
head in the latter case is attributed to the pressure gradient.
This is because mechanically, the sharp front head and the
higher pressure gradient in the front represent the same phe-
nomena, namely, a sharp change of the depth profile in that
region. The most general solution is presented by Eq. �7� and
is plotted in Fig. 4 as a high resolution shock capturing nu-
merical simulation that includes all the physical properties of
the flow under consideration. However, which of the solu-
tions presented above describes the flow appropriately and to
which extent depends on the flow situations. This may be an
interesting and important direction for future research.

B. Comparison with observations

Granular and debris flow front and deposits, or the fronts
of viscous fluids in natural events and in the laboratory ex-
periments, can be described by solution Eq. �16�. Comparing
the two panels in Fig. 11, it is observed that the natural
debris flow deposit can in principle be described by the
grain-inertia solution.

A comparison between these predictions and the labora-
tory granular front propagation is presented in Fig. 12. The

data are obtained from Pouliquen34 describing the shape of
granular front down a rough inclined plane. The physical
parameters from the experiment are used to plot the model
Eq. �16�. The parameter values are: �=24.5°, R=0.0005 m,
�=0.59, the shear-rate=71 s−1, and fgi=51 �from
Campbell19� for Eq. �16�. The value of the pressure enhance-
ment factor P is 3.5. With this, there is a good agreement
between the model solution Eq. �16� and the experimental
data. However, Eq. �18� is plotted with u=0.2 ms−1 �from
Pouliquen� and fgi=51 and two other very nonrealistic pa-
rameters, R=0.0015 m and P=28, in order to approach the
data, but otherwise it does not represent those data at all.
This suggests that the steady state front propagation is better
described with the constant shear-rate. Note that one cannot
completely exclude the applicability of solution Eq. �18�,
which may find its place in flows other than those considered
here.

For simplicity, the physical parameters are collectively
grouped into C and D, respectively. The exact solution,
analogous to Eq. �16�, can also be used to describe the wave
front for a laminar dam break wave on inclined or horizontal
channels. The results are presented in Fig. 13. Comparisons
between our exact solutions with the experimental data using
a glucose-syrup solution �see Debiane38�, and the model pre-
dictions by Chanson,39 are generally in very good agreement.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Influence of the internal and bed friction angles and the channel slope in the debris flow front.
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Note that Chanson used the diffusive wave equation to de-
rive the wave tip solution for the dam break flows for the
horizontal channel: h= �−6��c /R�x�1/3 , R=	�gh0

3 /�,
where � is the flow resistance coefficient �a constant�, � is
the dynamic viscosity, 	 is the density, h0 is the initial flow
height, R is the reservoir flow Reynolds number, c is the
wave front celerity, and x is the coordinate along the channel
measured from the wave tip to upstream. Similarly, the
model solution derived by Chanson for the mild slope chan-
nel is

x = −
1

sin �
	� 2�c

R sin �
arctanh�h�R sin �

2�c
� − h
 .

�19�

C. The pressure gradient enhancement factor

Most, if not all, continuum mechanical models for mass
flows are based on the assumption that the overburden pres-
sure is hydrostatic.12,14,28,31,32,47 However, in reality the pres-
sure distribution in flowing granular and debris material is
not hydrostatic in general. There have been some attempts to
minimize this discrepancy by appropriately modeling the
frictional term in the momentum �or the force� balance equa-
tion so as to obtain the required flow configuration. This can
be achieved in two different ways.

�i� By differently modeling the basal frictional resistance
by modifying the dry Coulomb friction, Pouliquen33,34 pio-
neered a new empirical scaling law for the flow of granular
material down a rough incline. In this law, the friction coef-
ficient � is expressed in terms of the mean velocity and the
thickness of the granular layer. This includes two angles: �1,
an angle where hstop��� diverges, and �2, an angle where
hstop��� vanishes, where hstop��� is the minimum thickness
necessary to observe steady uniform flow at inclination �.
This model includes two further parameters, �, a fit param-
eter, and L, a characteristic dimensionless thickness over
which hstop��� varies. The expression for hstop��� is derived
from ��u ,h�=tan �1+ �tan �2−tan �1�exp�−�h /Ld��gh /u��
and u /�gh=�h /hstop���, where d is the particle diameter.
Thus, �1, �2, and L are characteristics of material. This fric-
tion law, which has successfully been applied to granular
flows, can adequately model the steady state front
propagation.21,33,34,48–50 However, there are some limitations.
This law is mainly based on the smooth granular materials
and the channel inclination is a slight perturbation from the
internal friction of the granular material. The definition of �
makes it impossible to obtain an exact solution as in Eq.
�16�. In the limit as �→�2, the pressure gradient becomes
zero and thus the flow profile is constant or uniform, which
is not realistic, or at least very restricted and applies only to
the far upstream of the sliding mass. Similarly, as �→�1 or
�2→�1, the front profile is indeterminate �see equation �5� in
Pouliquen34�. These limitations are associated with the Cou-
lomb law and the new definition of �.

�ii� The above problems can, however, be overcome by
employing Bagnold’s grain-inertia law instead of using Cou-
lomb friction to describe the granular and debris flows. And
instead of modifying the frictional or the dissipation mecha-
nism, we modify the hydraulic pressure gradient by empiri-
cally introducing a pressure gradient enhancing factor P. In
fact, either of them is responsible for introducing the appro-
priate stretching of the flow profile and controls the flow
dynamics. The important point is that either modified friction
or enhanced pressure gradient would ultimately control the
down-slope gravitational load in such a way that the ob-
served flow could be achieved. The single parameter P
turned out to be very useful to fit the model solution Eq. �16�
with experiments for different types of flows, as demon-
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strated in Sec. III B. This is a new mechanism of the front
dynamics of granular and debris flows. Although it requires
detailed studies, there are some primary conjectures about
the functional relationship of this parameter to other field
quantities. As free-surface curvature K is one of the most
potential candidates to generate nonhydrostatic pressure, P
can principally be related to K. One suggestion would be
P=F�K�, e.g., P=�1+�2K, where �1,2 are possibly two free
parameters. Finally, it is pointed out that one should either
keep hydrostatic pressure and use rate-dependent friction
�Pouliquen�, or use Bagnold’s law and enhanced pressure
gradient �the approach described here�. Although both ap-
proaches lead to stretching and produce similar results, me-
chanically they have different origins. Nonzero free-surface
gradient or the hydraulic gradient cannot be fully described
by hydrostatic models. However, at present there exists no
dynamic pressure model for granular and debris flows. So,
we need some empirical models. We have presented one
such simple model in the present paper.

IV. SOLUTIONS FOR RAPID GRANULAR FLOWS

In connection to the construction of the exact solutions,
in the previous sections, mainly the front velocity and the
front geometry of the granular and debris flow were consid-
ered. Here we address the nonlinear velocity field and depth
profile for dry granular flows down the entire slope. The
derivation of exact solutions for avalanche flows in steady
state �in time� condition with Coulomb and grain-inertia laws
will be considered. In recent years, there have been extensive
studies on the temporal evolution of dam break flows of
granular and debris materials.39,51–55 In contrast, here we are
interested in the steady state flows in which the material is
discharged from the silo gate so that the volume flux remains
constant over time.

A. Chebyshev radical solution

First, we utilize Mohr–Coulomb plasticity and solve the
model equation exactly by using Chebyshev radicals. We
consider the following frictional granular flow equations
�see, e.g., Pudasaini and Hutter,11,32 Savage and Hutter,28 and
Gray et al.31�:

�h

�t
+

��hu�
�x

= 0, �20a�

�

�t
�hu� +

�

�x
�hu2� = g��sin � − tan � cos ��h

− 0.5
�

�x
�PK cos �h2�� . �20b�

These are the depth-averaged mass and the momentum bal-
ance equations, respectively, for the flow of granular material
down the channel of inclination angle �, in which t is the
time, x is the length along the slope, h is the avalanche depth
as measured normal to the sliding surface, u is the down-
slope velocity, g is the gravity constant, and K=K�� ,�� is

the earth pressure coefficient as a function of the internal and
bed friction angles, � and �, respectively. By assuming the
steady state �see Pudasaini and Kröner36 and Pudasaini and
Domnik56�, the mass balance reduces to a reciprocal relation
between the flow depth and the velocity,

h�x�u�x� = h0u0, �21�

where h0=h�x0��0 and u0=u�x0��0 at x=x0 are the initial
conditions. With Eq. �21�, the momentum balance Eq. �20b�
reduces to an exact differential for u

d

dx
�u2

2
+

�h0u0

u
� = s, s = g�sin � − tan � cos �� ,

�22�
� = gPK cos � ,

where � is the collective overburden pressure �parameter�.
Here we deal only with accelerating flows, so s�0. This
equation can be integrated with respect to x, and utilizing the
initial condition u=u0 �uniform initial u at, e.g., the silo
gate�, the solution for u can be written in cubic expression as
follows:

u3 − �2sx − 2sx0 + u0
2 + 2�h0�u + 2�h0u0 = 0. �23�

There exist exact solutions to Eq. �23�, but in complicated
algebraic form. Solutions can be constructed by using
Chebyshev radicals. Consider the following Chebyshev
equation:

u3 − 3pu − q = 0, p = �2sx − 2sx0 + u0
2 + 2�h0�/3,

�24�
q = − 2�h0u0.

For convenience, we define T=q / p3/2. Since, T� �−2,2� the
following roots are obtained:

u1 = �pT 1/3
+ , u2 = − �pT 1/3

− , u3 = − u1 − u2;

�25�

T 1/3
� = 2 cos	arccos��

T
2
�� 3
 .

However, only u=u1 is a feasible solution, which can be
written in a complete form as follows:
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u = 2�1

3
�2sx − 2sx0 + u0

2 + 2�h0� cos	arccos�− �h0u0� 3

2sx − 2sx0 + u0
2 + 2�h0

�3/2�� 3
 . �26�

Therefore, Eqs. �21� and �26� constitute a closed and com-
plete solution for the avalanche height and velocity profile
for steady state flow of granular material down an inclined
channel. Furthermore, Eqs. �21� and �23� can be combined
together to have a second equation directly connecting the
avalanche flow depth with the flow velocity:

u2 + 2�h − 2sx − �u0
2 + 2�h0� + 2sx0 = 0.

B. Grain-inertia

Second, we replace Coulomb stress by Bagnold’s grain-
inertia stress and assume the shear-rate at the immediate
neighborhood of the sliding surface. Equation �22� takes the
form of a separable ordinary differential equation,

du

dx
=

Au2 − Bu3

u3 − C
; A = g sin �;

�27�
B = − R2f tan ��2/h0u0; C = P�h0u0.

Equation �27� possesses an exact solution in transcendental
expression, which, with the initial condition u0=u�x=x0�,
reads as follows:

x = x0 + ln�	�A − Bu0

A − Bu
�A

exp�B�u0 − u��
1/B2

�	�u0�A − Bu�
u�A − Bu0��

B/A2

exp�u0 − u

Au0u
�
C� . �28�

Third, we consider the grain-inertia fluid in which the shear-
rate is proportional to u /h. In this case, Eq. �27� takes the
form

du

dx
=

Au2 − Bu7

u3 − C
; A = g sin �;

�29�
B = − R2f tan �/�h0u0�3; C = P�h0u0.

The exact solution to this equation takes a very complicated
and lengthy transcendental form. Since the plot of Eq. �29�
did not represent the flow under consideration, we do not
write the solution here. However, Eq. �29� may still be useful
to other flow situations, a subject of further investigation.

C. Model performance and comparisons
with experimental data

In locations far downstream from the silo gate, the free-
surface gradient of the rapid shear granular flow is much
smaller when compared to that associated with the sharp
front presented in Secs. II and III. However, pressure

gradient plays an important role in the immediate vicinity of
the silo gate. So, depending on the channel position, the
value of P other than unity is also applicable. Figure 14
shows the profiles for the avalanche velocity described by
the exact solution Eq. �26�. The steady state flow velocity
increases as the dry granular material rapidly flows down an
inclined channel in which the material is continuously re-
leased from a silo gate placed at x0=−1.9 m. Note that there
is a sudden increase in the velocity field just after the release
of the material in the immediate down-slope vicinity of the
gate. Afterwards, the velocity profile takes a smooth para-
bolic form, characteristic of the Coulomb rheology.

Experiments were performed in a 2.85 m long, 0.15 m
wide rectangular Plexiglas channel inclined at �=50°. 30 L
of PVC pellets �mean diameter 4 mm� were continuously
released from the silo gate with an opening of 0.15 m. The
internal and bed friction angles of the granular material are
�=32° and �=20°, respectively. To keep high resolution,
measurements were made for the first 0.4 m length of the
channel. Images were captured by using a high speed camera
�Optronis, typically 1000 fps�. The data were postprocessed
with a particle image velocimetry algorithm to obtain the
velocity field of the sliding particles when the flow became
steady state. The data thus obtained for the velocity are com-
pared with our model predictions, Eq. �26� for the Coulomb
and Eq. �28� for grain-inertia flows �with parameters f =50
and �=26 as observed in experiments� in Fig. 15. The agree-
ment between the experiment and the theory for Coulomb
material is good but the grain-inertia flow rheology signifi-
cantly overestimates the flow velocity. The reason for this is
the collisional and dispersive nature of Bagnold’s grain-
inertia flow in contrast to the Coulomb sliding law in which
the particles are in close contact with the neighboring par-
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Theoretical prediction of the steady state velocity
distribution in a rapid granular flow in an inclined channel. The flow is from
left to right. Granular material is released continuously from the silo gate
placed at x=−1.9 m. The parameters, �=35°, �=25°, �=30°, u0
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ticles for which the dispersion is nominal. Thus, the simple
Coulomb friction law can adequately describe the motion of
rapid dense granular flows down the inclined channel.

D. Role of pressure gradient and viscous drag

There are effectively two model parameters in Eq. �26�;
the net driving acceleration s and the collective overburden
pressure, �=gPK cos �. In �, K is the earth pressure coeffi-
cient, a mechanical parameter and which depends on the in-
ternal and bed friction angles. This remains constant for ex-
tensional flows as considered in this section �see Pudasaini
and Hutter11�. When the flow is anisotropic �which is prob-
ably the case in most granular flows, at least at inception,
during the flow obstacle interaction, and during the deposi-
tion�, the value of K must be derived from soil mechanics
theory. One such expression is mentioned in Sec. IV A for
K�1. For simplicity, if the granular flow is modeled as an
isotopic material, K=1 is also used in simulations �see Pu-
dasaini and Kröener36 for a discussion on the effect of K�. In
Fig. 15, the exact solutions with Coulomb friction are plotted
both for K=1 and K�1. There are considerable differences
between these two solutions and the data are better repre-
sented by the curve for which K�1.

The parameter, P, is the enhancement factor. The value
of P may depend on the flow situation. In Fig. 15, these
solutions are plotted for P=1. The actual effect of P is ob-
served in Fig. 16, in which the velocity difference between
the solutions with K=1 and K�1 are plotted for different
values of P. As expected, the difference increases rapidly
just below the silo gate and tends to saturate far downstream.
The difference decreases with the decreasing value of P.
However, the calculations show that the shape of the velocity
difference curves depend on the value of the initial velocity
and the value of P. Therefore, K and P play important roles
for appropriately modeling the pressure gradient in the flow.

It is worth mentioning that the rate-independent dry
Coulomb friction law may not be able to adequately describe
the flow of dry granular material when the channel length is
very long and the area of interest is far downstream. In such
a situation, the velocity may tend to saturate after some chan-

nel length. As discussed with the particle image velocimetry
�PIV� laboratory data of the velocity field in Pudasaini and
Hutter,11 it is still an open question about how far down-
stream the dry Coulomb friction works. In principle, there
can be two flow regimes: until some channel position x
�xc, dry Coulomb rheology is applicable; and when x�xc,
the regime changes to rate-dependent or viscous drag. In this
situation, Pouliquen law33,34 or Voellmy law57 could be pos-
sible candidates to appropriately simulate the flow. However,
due to the lack of adequate data and our inability to construct
the exact solution analogous to Eq. �26� with variable fric-
tion or variable drag coefficient, we are unable to present
further comparisons. Our next attempt would be to introduce
the Voellmy drag CDu2 �see Pudasaini and Hutter,11 Sec.
2.8.2� but in a Eulerian frame that also includes the pressure
gradient �h /�x as in the present analysis. However, note that
the classical Voellmy solution is constructed with the as-
sumption of a constant flow height, which results in “already
after a very short starting distance almost the maximum ve-
locity is reached … …,” see Pudasaini and Hutter11 and
Voellmy.57 Furthermore, experiments with relatively long
�about 3 m� straight chutes with different inclination angles
�between 30° to 45°� only weakly indicated the need for, but
not strongly demanded for the introduction of, the drag force
in rapid dry granular flows.11 Therefore, experiments with
much longer channels and with a much larger volume of
granular materials are probably required to generate a defi-
nite answer to the question about the drag contribution.
However, when the pressure gradient is included and we opt
to cover both the near silo and far downstream flows, it may
turn out to be very complicated to combine two solutions
into a single mathematical structure.

V. SUMMARY

Three different types of exact solutions were presented
for avalanching debris and granular flows down inclined
slopes. Solutions are constructed for debris flows that obey
Bagnold’s rheology and for granular flows satisfying a dry
Coulomb friction rheology. Solutions are derived both for
time-dependent and steady state conditions for slow and
rapid flows in the vicinity of the front and down the entire
slope.
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First, mass and noninertial momentum equations �with
Bagnold’s rheology� were combined to construct a very spe-
cial kinematic wave equation in conservative form in which
the flux and the wave celerity are complex nonlinear func-
tions of the flow depth and the pressure gradient. For a par-
ticular choice of the flux, this equation takes the form of a
nonlinear Burger equation. The full kinematic equation is
solved for a triangular initial debris profile by implementing
the TVD-NOC high resolution shock capturing numerical
scheme. The simulation results demonstrate how the debris
body advects down-slope after its release. Importantly, the
pressure gradient and height dependent nonlinear flux and
the wave celerity ultimately lead to the formation of shock
structure in the moving front and stretching in the tail of the
debris body. As observed in many debris flow events, such a
typical geometric deformation of the debris mass and forma-
tion of the shock front are intrinsic properties of debris mass
sliding and deforming down-slope. Furthermore, the pressure
gradient smooths out the sharp front and the kink at the
forehead of the free surface. The macroviscous wave trans-
forms into a perfect depth bore faster than the corresponding
grain-inertial wave. The head of the macroviscous flow is
more rounded as compared to the head with the grain-inertia
fluid. Based on the kinematic wave equation, exact solutions
for the debris flow fronts and velocity profiles are con-
structed both for Bagnold’s grain-inertia and macroviscous
fluids. Important relationships are established concerning the
settlement time and the settlement lengths between the grain-
inertia and the macroviscous fluids, which show that the
macroviscous fluid settles 20% faster than the grain-inertia
fluid. Also, a new semiexact solution for the plane velocity
profile through depth is constructed as an explicit function of
the down-slope channel position, time, and the material as
well as geometric parameters. From the solution, it is ob-
served that, due to the dispersive dissipation in excess of the
gravitational load, the motion ceases �deposition process
starts� simultaneously from the front and the bottom. This
information then propagates backward and toward the top.

The second types of exact solutions are constructed for
the steady state debris flow front in which the force balance
consists of Bagnold’s grain-inertia or macroviscous forces,
gravity, and the hydraulic pressure gradient, which is also
accompanied by the pressure gradient enhancement factor.
The exact solution is described in terms of the well known
Lambert–Euler omega function. It is also demonstrated that
measurement data of steady state front propagation of granu-
lar material are better described with some constant shear-
rate at the base rather than the variable shear-rate. The pres-
sure gradient enhancement factor is found to be crucial in
properly controlling the stretching of the flow that largely
assists calibration of the model solution with experimental
data. This is a new mechanism of the front dynamics of
granular and debris flows.

The third types of exact solutions are constructed for
steady state rapid flows of granular material down the slope,
where the flow is either governed by the Coulomb friction or
by Bagnold’s law. For Coulomb sliding, solutions are con-
structed in terms of Chebyshev radicals. The solution shows
that the steady state flow velocity generally takes a parabolic

form as the granular material rapidly flows down in which
the material is continuously released from a source. By com-
paring the laboratory data of granular flow down an inclined
channel, it is observed that the simple Coulomb sliding law
with anisotropic earth pressure coefficient predicts the flow
dynamics; just below the uniform release of the granular ma-
terial from the silo; much better than the Bagnold’s grain-
inertia flow law.

Intensive parameter studies for all solutions are pre-
sented. The parameters include �i� the geometric parameters:
the slope angle and its variation; and �ii� the physical param-
eters including the internal and bed friction angles of the
debris, the particle diameter, the shear-rate, the solid volume
fraction, the earth pressure coefficient, the pressure gradient
enhancement factor, and the long-time behavior. The shear-
rate, particle size, solid volume fraction, and the internal fric-
tion angle are all positively correlated with the dilation,
which consequently amplifies the debris flow height. On the
contrary, the basal friction and the slope angle of the channel
have negative influences on the depth of the debris flow
front.

In all cases, these simple exact solutions compare very
well with field and laboratory data of granular or debris
flows and flows of viscous fluids, their wave fronts, and de-
posits. This includes debris flow experiments, the motion of
a glucose-syrup solution in the form of the laminar dam
break waves in inclined or horizontal channels, laboratory
granular front propagation, and stretching of granular mate-
rial down rough and smooth inclined planes, both for slow
and rapid motions. The present exact solutions and their
analyses improve our understanding of mass flows, and can
be used to calibrate numerical models. Therefore, these so-
lutions can be of practical importance while describing the
avalanches and debris flow dynamics and the dynamics of
fronts and their deposits.
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